
End-to-End Supply Chain Visibility: Start tomorrow! 
In an ideal world, we would have complete transparency of the total 
supply chain: we know when raw materials are delivered, when 
products are produced and the inventory positions in each stage 
of the supply chain. As all links in the supply chain are connected, 
we could immediately react upon consumer demand changes or 
supply issues and make sure shelves are always adequately filled.

In the real world we are facing all kinds of day to day issues, like 
uncertain demand, changing lead times, shortage of packaging or 
raw materials, insufficient production capacity, unreliable stock 
positions and many more. Part of the problem is the slow pace at 
which information flows through the supply chain, the functional 
and data silos within and between companies and the definition of 
common goals and KPIs of all stakeholders involved in the supply 
chain.

Join us for the E2E SC Visibility Event on Thursday the 7th of June 
at IGLUU Eindhoven, where Etos will elaborate on the actions that 
they have taken to increase the visibility in their own brand supply 
chain. Etos will elaborate on the actions they have taken, the 
results and next steps in their European expansion journey.

We will also show how tooling can accelerate the required visibility 
and transparency in the supply chain using the Anaplan planning- 
and analytics engine and Tableau for advanced analytics and 
interactive dashboards.

Please reserve your seat today by e-mailing Kim van Broekhoven at 
academy@eyeon.nl.

Program
09:30 Welcome, coffee & tea
10:00 Introduction by EyeOn
10:30 Etos, a real-life case 
11:15  Anaplan & Tableau demo
12:00 Lunch & network time 
13:00 End of program 
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EyeOn 
Network event
E2E SC Visibility
from shopper to 
factory

    Thursday June 7th, 2018
    09.30 - 13.00h 

    IGLUU Eindhoven, Lichttoren 32
    5611 BJ Eindhoven, the Netherlands
 
    At walking distance from Eindhoven Central Station 
    (5 minutes), parking garage across the street P1   
    Parking, Mathildelaan Eindhoven
    
    Free of charge (lunch included)
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